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INTRODUCTION 
In the present note we study the homology groups of GI.R with twisted 
coefficients for R a commutative ring with unit. Let i. be the group 
homomorphism from GI.R to GI.+ IR which sends X to I x ~ Moreover, 
assume that for every n we have a Gl.R-mb&de M. and a GI.R- 
homomorphism/7.: M. ~ M.+ 1. The set {M.} will be called a coefficient 
system for GI.R. Let GIR denote l im._~ GI.R and M=lim,,~o~ M.. We 
are especially interested in finding H.(GIR; M). 
Let RrMoa denote the category of finitely generated free R-modules, RMod 
represent the category of R-modules, and Ab denote the category of abelian 
groups. Since our rings will always be commutative we shall not distinguish 
op between right and left modules. Let T: RrMod x RtMod'-* Ab be a functor. 
Then the collection {T(R", R")} forms a coefficient system for GI.R, where 
the action of GI.(R) on T(R", R") is given by conjugation. This is the most 
common way of obtaining a coefficient system for GI,,R and the most 
important in applications. Hence we want to find a way of calculating 
H, (GI(R); lim. ~ o~ T(R", R~)). In general this is a very difficult problem 
closely related to calculation of the generalized stable K-theory with coef- 
ficients in T (see [Be3]). In FB] Brkstedt calculated these homology 
groups for T= Hom(-,-) and some specific R. In this paper we show that 
his calculations are generic in the following sense: if T is of finite degree 
(see Section 2 for the definition) and we ignore small torsion then calcula- 
tions of H.(Gl(R);lim.~o T(R", R")) can be reduced to computing 
H,(GI(R); lim,,_ ~o Homr,k(T | i(R"), T | i(R"))), where T ~ l denotes the 
ith tensor power functor (tens| over Z) and T~R denotes the ring 
T ~ I(R). Ignoring small torsion here means ignoring p-torsion for p smaller 
than the degree of T in each variable. In B/Skstedt's case the degree of 
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Hom(-,-) in each variable is 1. We shall sometimes call the groups 
H,(Gl(R);lim,_~o T(R', R')) the homology groups of GI(R) with coef- 
ficients in T and write them as H.(GI(R); T). 
The paper is organized as follows. The first section is devoted to recalling 
basic properties of cross-effect functors. In Section 2 we prove the main lem- 
mas which allow us to reduce our attention from arbitrary functors of finite 
degree to homomorphisms between tensor powers. Section 3 contains ho- 
mological computations and can be viewed as a direct generalization of 
[Be l ]  to the case when we allow GI,(R) t9 act on coefficients also through 
inverses. In Section 4 we consider functors instead of bifunctors and provide, 
among other results a generalized version of the main theorem from [Be2]. 
Remark. Some notation should be explained here. When we talk about 
the category Re, sod we always have in mind the small additive category 
with objects given by natural numbers (with 0) and Mor(n, m) = M,, x,(R), 
where Mm• denotes the abelian group of (mxn)-matrices over R. 
Most of our results concerning functors hould be seen as statements about 
coefficient systems for GI,(R) with some extra structure. 
i. CROSS-EFFECT FUNCTORS 
The notion of a cross-effect functor goes back to [EM-I. We shall recall 
here some basic properties of cross-effects without proving them. The 
general reference to this section is [EM, Sects. 8-10]. In [EM]  the authors 
considered only functors from Ab to Ab but it is obvious that everything 
they did is applicable to functors from any additive category to any abelian 
category. Let C be an additive and D an abelian category. Let T: C --* D be 
a functor such that 7"(0)=0. Assume that A, B are objects of C and 
f~ .... , fk:  A ~ B are morphisms in C. We define k-fold deviation of this set 
of morphisms by the formula 
T(A  .... ,A)  = F, ( -1 )  ~-~ 
s=l  i t< <~ 
T(L. + ...  + f , , ) ) .  
1.1. DEFINITION. Let A =A~@ ... 0),4 k be a direct sum of objects in C 
with the endomorphisms ~'l: A ~ A defined by 
IPl(al ..... ak) = (0 ..... 0, ai, 0 ..... O) 
(or more generally by composing the projection on the ith summand with 
the embedding of the ith summand). The kth cross-effect functor for T is 
a functor (C)k--. D defined on objects by 
T(A~I .. .  IA~)= T(~,, .... , r T(A). 
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The mapping function T( f~ l . . .  I f  k) for k morphisms f~: A,.--+ B,. is defined 
to be the morphism 
T(AI... IA): T(.4~ I... IAk)-, T(B~ I"" IBm) 
induced by f=f l  + --- + f k : A l (D "" (D A k --) BI (D .. .  (D Bk. 
1.2. THEOREM. There is a natural isomorphism 
T(Ax (D .. .  (D Ak )= ~ T(A,, I -.-I A,,), 
where the sum is taken over all no, t-void subsets { il ..... i,} o f  {1 ..... k}. 
9 The object T(A l I "'" I Ak) = 0 whenever one argument 1.3. TIIEOREM. 
Ai=0. 
1.4. THEOREM. 
1.5. TtIEOREM. 
then 
The kth cross-effect functor is symmetric h~ its arguments. 
I f  T is a f imctor with cross-effect S(A l, A2)= T(A~I A2) 
S(A11A2, A3)=S(A I ,  A21A3) = T(.41 [ A21A3). 
1.6. TtlEOREM. For any positive blteger k the followhlg two properties are 
equivalent: 
(1) T (A l l . . . IAk )=0for  any k objects Al  ..... Ak; 
(2) T( f  l ..... f k )=0 for  any objects A and B and any k morphisms 
fl:A---) B. 
2. REDUCTION LEMMAS 
In this section we prove the main lemmas which allow us to reduce our 
computations to special functors. Results of this section (for functors 
T: Rn~to d --) RMod) were discovered by the author in January 1990 under the 
influence of discussions with M. BiSkstedt. Later T. Pirashvili told us that 
he had discovered some of these results (2.1, 2.2, and 2.4) in greater 
generality several years earlier and that they were actually published in 
I-P]. Because [P]  is not easily accessible we shall write needed results and 
proofs here for the readers' convenience. The paper I-P] treats only the 
case of covariant functors but the contravariant case is very similar. 
We start from some simple lemmas with obvious proofs. In the entire 
paper | and Horn(-,-) denote the tensor product and the hom-set over Z 
if nothing else is specified. Let TkR denote the ring obtained as the k-fold 
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tensor product of R with itself. If T: RMo d -,'. Ab is a functor then ti denotes 
T(RI -.-[R) 
i 
in the notation of the previous section. 
2.1. DEFINITION. We say that a functor has degree less than k if it has 
trivial kth cross-effect. We say a functor has degree k if it has degree less 
than k+ I and the kth cross-effect is not identically 0. 
2.2. Remark. If a functor T does not satisfy T(0) = 0 then the statement 
that T has degree k means that the kernel of the natural map T~ T(0) is 
a functor of degree k. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let T:Rrxlod--*Ab be a fimctor of degree k. Then 
T(A 11 "'" I A k) has the structure of a TkR-module. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let T be as above and let T k be the fimctor Rr~od ~ Ab 
given by the composition Rr~od ~ (Rrx~oa) k ~ Ab, where the first arrow is the 
diagonal map and the second is given by the kth cross-effect of T. Then Tk 
is isomorphic to the fimctor taking any object A of Rrxloa to A | k | tk. 
We also have the contravariant version of 2.4: 
2.5. LEMMA. Let T: (Rr~oa) ~ --* Ab be a fimctor of degree k. Then, as hi 
2.4, Tk is isonlorphic to the fimctor 
A --* HomrkR(A | k, tk ) = HomrkR(A | k, TkR)| tk. 
Now we can move toward our reduction lemmas. We shall treat the 
covariant and contravariant cases simultaneously. Observe that if T is of 
degree k then tk has a natural structure of.Sk-module induced by permuta- 
tion of coordinates, where Z" k denotes the group of permutations of 
k-elements. Also, A Ok has a Z'k-structure induced by permutations of 
factors. Thus we can view Tk as a functor taking values in ,Sk-modules and 
we can consider the functors Hi(,Fk; Tk). 
Digression. Neither tk nor T ~ k has the structure ofa  TkR[Z'k]-module 
but both of them have the structure of modules over the twisted group ring 
TkR',27k (see [P]) .  I fG  is a group and R is a ring with an actiori of G then 
R--, G is isomorphic to the ordinary group ring as an abelian group with 
multiplication given by (Z~ agg)(~h ahh) = Zz.h as(g, (bh)) gh. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let T be as in 2.4 or 2.5. There is a natural map of functors 
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~: Tk "--) T which factors through Ho(Z'k; Tk). The hzcluced natural map of 
fimctors ~.: Ilo(Xk; Tk)---) T has the property that ker T and coker ~/J are 
fimctors of degree lower than k. 
Proof Let T have degree k. For any A in Rn,~od, let A k denote a k-fold 
sum of A with itself and + denote the codiagonal map +:A  ~'-/, A. Then 
Tk(A) is contained in T(A k) as a direct summand and our map ~, is defined 
as the restriction of T (+)  to this direct summand. Naturality follows 
immediately from the definition of ~. It is also straightforward to see that 
is equivariant with respect o the action of .Sk~ the codiagonal 
map is equivariant. This proves that the map T is well defined. Again it is 
obvious that it induces an isomorphism on kth cross-effects, and hence we 
have the desired properties of ker ~P and coker ~. In the contravariant case 
we must use the diagonal map A --* A k instead of the codiagonal map and 
the rest of the proof is the same. 
We begin with the case of a bifunctor. Let T: (RrMod)  ~ • RrMod ~ Ab be 
a bifunctor. Then T is a functor between abelian categories so we can apply 
the machinery developed in [EM]  and talk about cross-effect functors 
associated to T. Moreover, we can say when T is of finite degree and this 
will be a general assumption imposed on T throughout the paper. In such 
a case T also has finite degree with respect o each. variable. We will always 
assume that T(0, A) = T(B, 0) = 0 for any A and B. 
Let 
T(.I ... I', "1 "'" I'): (R~,qoa)'| 
t .i. 
denote the ( i , j ) th cross-effect functor associated to T. Calculations of this 
cross-effect can be done, for example, by taking the ith cross-effect of T 
with respect o the first coordinate and then thejth cross-effect with respect 
to the second variable (see [EM]  for commutativity and associativity of 
(i, j ) th cross-effects). 
Let T be of degree j in the second variable. Let T|  denote the kth 
tensor power functor for any natural number k. Then we can define a new 
op functor F: Rn, tod x Rtxfod --* Ab by the formula 
F(R", R ' )= T(R", RI ... IR)| T| i(R") 9 
J 
We have an obvious action of Zj on 
T(R",RI--- IR) 
1 
and on T| 
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2.7. LEMMA. There is a natural map o f f  tractors 4: F~ T. This nlap is 
eq!dvariant with respect to the action of Sj. tIence we have an induced 
natural nlap ~: Ho(Xj; F) ~ T. The map ~v has the property that the ker- 
nel and the cokernel of it are fimctors of lower degree in the second 
variable. 
Proof The definition of the maps ~ and ~P and the proof of their 
naturality are simply a copy of the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
To be able to calculate inductively the.homology groups of the general 
linear group with coefficients in T we will first calculate these groups with 
coefficients in Ho(Z).; F). Put 
S( . )= T ( . ,R I . . . IR ) .  
J 
op ~ Ab is a functor of finite degree. Assume that the degree of Then S: RrMod 
S is L Again we can apply the methods described at the beginning of this 
section to show: 
2.8. LEMMA. There is a natural nlap of fiolctors qg: H ~ S, where 
tl(.  )= Homr,•(T | t(. ), T(RI ... IR, RI "" IR)). 
i j 
As previously q~ htduces a map ~: Ho(Z); H) ~ S with kernel and eokernel of 
lower degree. 
Proof This is again a copy of the proof of Lemma2.6 in the 
contravariant case. 
At this point we explain what we mean by an "inductive calculation" of 
the homology groups of GI(R) with coefficients in some bifunctor T. If T 
is of degree i in the first variable and of degreej in the second variable then 
(ignoring p-torsion for p ~< max(/', j)) using 2.7 and 2.8 we can reduce our 
computations to the case of a bifunctor T'  which has the same degree in 
each variable. Actually if i# j  then we can always come to the case 
i= j= 1. If i= j  then this is impossible. The case i= j= 1 is essentially 
solved by I-B], [PW, Sect. 4] and this is the starting point of our 
"induction." 
Let  ti, j denote 
T(RI - - . IR ,  RI - - . IR) .  
i j 
Observe that tl.j has the structure of a (Z'lxZ'j)-module and a 
(TIR-TJR)-bimodule. By 2.8 we see that in order to calculate inductively 
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the homology of GI(R) with coefficients in Ho(Efi F) we need to calculate 
them with coefficients in 
G(.,.) = no(Z'~; Homr,R(T | i(.), tto(Z, fi t,./Gr~R T| J(')))). 
This formula does not appear to be very useful, but actually it is more use- 
ful than it seems. Observe that the action of GI~(R) on G(R n, R ~) com- 
mutes (in an appropriate sense) with the action of Z'~ • Z'j. It is easy to see: 
2.9. Remark. We have the following sequence of isomorphisms of 
coefficient systems for GI~(R): 
G(R ~ R ~) ~- Ho(E i x Z'/; Homr,R(T | i(R~), TIR) | ti.jQrJR T | J(Rn)) 
Ho(E,. x Z'j; Horn( T | ~(Zn), Z) | ti,/| T | J(Z ~) 
Ho(L" i x Z'j; Hom(T | ~(Z~), T | Y(Z~)) | t~, j). 
We emphasize here the Gl~(Z)-structure on G(R n, R ~) obtained by the 
canonical embedding Z ~ R. This structure will be crucial for horn| 
computations. 
2.10. Remark. Everything that we have already done summarizes to 
the statement that the calculations of H, (Gl(R); l imn, co T(R ~, R~)) are 
relatively trivial using long exact sequence arguments if we know (for any 
i and j) the groups 
H.(GI(R); lim Ho(Z'~ x Z'fi Hom(T | ~(Z~), T | J(Z~)) | A), 
n~oo 
which can differ from 
H.(GI(R); lim Hom(T | TOJ(zn))|  
only in torsion p for p<<.max(i,j) (see 3.1 below), where A is any 
(TJR - TJR)-bimodule. That explains what we meant in the Introduction 
by saying that calculations for Hom(.,-) are generic. In the next section we 
prove that if i is not equal to j then 
lt,(GI(R); lim Hom(T @'(Zn), T|174 
n~( :o  
can contain only p-torsion for p such that p -  1 divides [i-j[. 
2.11. Remark'. We could of course start our reduction from the first' 
variable instead of the second. If the degree of T in the first variable is k, put 
F(-,. )'-- Ho(Z'k ; nom rk,~(T | k(. ), T(R[... [R,. )). 
k 
451/150/I-6 
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Then F maps to T, decreasing the degree in the first variable, and we can 
go.further as previously. 
3. HOMOLOGICAL COMPUTATIONS 
We now move toward the proof of our main homological result but first 
observe one simple lemma. 
3.1. LEMMa. Let A be a (GxZixZj)-mo&de. Assume that the graded 
group H,  (G; A ) is torsion and p-torsion free for p > k; then 
H,(G;  Ho(.S~ x Z'j; A )) is torsion and p-torsion free for p > max(i, j, k). 
Proof The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for group homology 
with 
Ep.q2 _- np(s x Xj; Hq(G; A)) 
tells us that the groups H,(G x Xix Xj; A) are torsion and p-torsion free 
for p>k.  On the other hand we also have a similar spectral sequence 
converging to the same groups with 
E2.q = Hp(G; Hq(S i • ~.j; A )). 
Hence in the first row of spectral sequence we must have groups which are 
torsion and p-torsion free for p > max(k, 5 j)- 
We want to study homology groups of GI(R) with coefficients in the 
system M,~, where 
M; = tto(X ,x Zj; Hom(T | '(Z'), T | J(Z"))| A) 
and A is any (T~R - TJR)-bimodule. If we agree to ignore p-torsion for 
p<max(i , j )  then by 3.1 it is enough to restrict ourselves to the system 
M', = Hom(T  | '(Z"), T ~ J(Zn)) | A 
and that is a subject of our study in this section. For some fixed i and j we 
let 
M,, = Hom(T | '(Zn), T| 
We now recall the main methods of [Bel] .  We put them into remark 
form: 
3.2. Re'lark. Let L. denote any coefficient system for GI,(R) satisfying 
an extra condition (,) (see [Bel, condition(a)]): 
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(.) For any n and k the image of L. in L.+k under the composition 
of structure, maps is pointwise fixed under the action of 
This condition is always satisfied by systems arising from bifunctors. For 
any natural number d, the diagonal embedding R" ~ R d" induces a map of 
groups and modules: 
(GI.(R), L.) IO,ae,aZag) (Gldn(R), La.). 
As is proved in [Bel] the map (Diag, diag) induces dostab (multiplication 
by d composed with the stabilization homomorphism) on the first non- 
vanishing homology group of GI(R) [Bel, Sects, 1, 5]). Here stab is a map 
induced by the ordinary left-upper inclusions of general linear groups. 
Actually in [Bel, Lemma 5.2] this statement is given only in the case of 
R=Z but everything is applicable to the general case. The map 
(Diag, diag) can be decomposed into the composition of two maps, 
(GI,(R), L,) ti.ai~g) , (GI,(R)xH, Ld,) 
and 
(Gt.(R) • H, L . . )  tJ, i~J, (6I..(R), t.~.), 
where H is any subgroup of GId(R) or GId(Z), i is just the inclusion on the 
first factor in the product and j is given by the tensor product of matrices 
(eventually composed with the canonical map GId(Z) --) GId(R) induced by 
the obvious map Z-)R) .  Let L denote lim,,_~o L,,. Let i be the smallest 
integer such thatHi(Gl(R); L) is potentially non-trivial. The main technical 
tool in l-Bel ] is finding a natural number d and a subgroup H in GIrl(Z) 
such that H .  (H; Lna)= 0. The latter condition and the Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence applied to (GI,(R) x H, L,t,,) imply that the multiplication 
by d is 0 on Hi(GI(R); L) and this implies that the latter group is p-torsion 
free for (p, d)= 1. By choosing different numbers d we can show that 
Ili(GI(R); L )=0 and then go to i+ 1. This is the end of the remark. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let A be any (T iR -  TJR)-bhno&de. Assume 
H. (GI(Z); lim,,'_ ~o M,) are finite attd p-torsion free for p > k. Then 
H,(GI(R); lim M.| 
n~ oo  
that 
are torsion and p-torsion free for p > k. 
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Proof We proceed as in the proof of [Bel, Theorem 4.1]. Using 3.2 it 
is. enough to show that the groups limd~ ~ H.(Gld(Z); Md, QA) are tor- 
sion and p-torsion free for p > k. We can apply directly [Bel, Lemma 4.2], 
which says that there is a spectral sequence converging to 
H. (Gld(Z); Mjn| with  E2q= TorZ(A, tIq(GId(Z); klan)). But it is 
clear by the proof of 3.4 below that the groups Hq(GId(Z); Man) are finite 
and have correct torsion if only d is large enough with respect o q. 
We now prove our main theorem. After 3.2 and 3.3 we can state it in the 
following form: 
3.4. THEOREM. I f  i r j then the groups H,(GI(Z); lim,,~ oo kin) are: 
(a) finite; 
(b) p-torsion free for p -1  not dividing ]i-j]. 
Proof By [R]  we know that the groups H,(G l (Z) ; l im,~Mn)  are 
finitely generated. Hence we show (a) by proving the following claim (we 
use here methods developed in [Q],  as in [Bel]) :  
Ct.AL~I I. lim,,~ ~o H.  (GIn(Z), Mn | Q) = O, where O is the algebraic 
closure of the field Q. 
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 of [Bel] .  Let D be an order 
in a number field L of degree d over Q as in [Bel, 3.7]. We consider D* 
as a subgroup in Gla(Z). We want to show that there exists d such that 
H.(D*;  M,d| Q_)=0. That would imply that dostab is trivial on the first 
non-vanishing homology group of Gin(Z) with coefficients in M, , |  
because we can factor (Diag, diag) through (Gln(Z)x D*, Man) and then 
use a spectral sequence argument. That proves Claim I immediately by 
inductive argument. 
It is easy to observe that i fyeD*  and y-r 1 then y has no eigenvalue 1
on Za@ Q and hence y has no eigenvalue 1 on Zdn@ Q. Let {tr I ..... O'd} be 
the set of all Q-embeddings of L into O (we assume here that L is totally 
real and d is a prime number). By Dirichlet's Unit Theorem we know that 
the map 
ln:D*/(rootsof l)~ vl .... ,va)~R a Y'. vm=O . 
is injective and the image of ht is isomorphic to Z a-~. Assume that 
y~D* has eigenvalues al .... ,ad on Za| Then y has eigenvalues 
ai -rl- ..- 9 ad "d- a~' . . . . .  a~ aon M,a| Q, where 
( ,)  for every m, Sm>O and r,,,>0, and rl+ ... +rd=i, SI+ "'" +Sd=j. 
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Now take xeD*  such that 
d 
ln(x)~im(In)--{U{(vl,. . . ,Va)~Rdl ~= (s.,--r. ,) 'v.,=O}}, 
where the sum is taken over all possible tuples (s~ .... ,Sd, r~ . . . . .  rd) satis- 
fying (.). If d is large enough, for example, if d> i+ j+ 1, then we can 
easily find such an x. Now we can use I-Bel, Lemma 3.6] to get the desired 
result immediately. Note that our assumption iCj~ is crucial here: if i= j  
then the set im( ln ) -  { ... } would be empty. 
Now we must deal with part (b) of our theorem. It is an immediate 
consequence of the following claim: 
CLAIM II. I f  K is an algebraic closure of the fieM Z/p then 
l im._ co H.(GI.(Z); M. |  1 does not divide l i - j l .  
Again we must use Remark 3.2. Let d by any natural number larger than 
1 and let x be a generator of (Z/p)*. Let H'  be the diagonal subgroup in 
Gld(Z/p) generated by x. id. Let H be any cyclic subgroup in GIrl(Z) such 
that H maps onto H '  under the mod-p restriction map Gld(Z) --. Girl(Z/p) 
and let h be a generator of H which maps to x.  id. Then h acts on Md~ | K 
with eigenvalues equal to x Ij-gl. Hence if p -  1 do~s not divide ] j - i [  then 
h has no eigenvalue 1 on Md, |  and as previously we can use [Bel, 
Lemma 3.6] to finish the proof of our claim. 
3.5. Remark. Theorem 3.4 can be generalized to all functors T for 
which the eigenvalues of the action of GI,(Z) on T(Z", Z")|  where K 
is any algebraically closed field, can be expressed as a quotient of two 
non-trivial monomials of bounded degree in eigenvalues of the action of 
GI,(Z) on Z' |  This is a direct generalization of [Bel, 3.1]. 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let t: Zr~iod ~ Ab be a ftmctor of finite degree k. Then 
the groups lim,,_ co t i .  ( Gln( Z); Hom(Z", t( Zn) ) ) are the same (after ignoring 
p-torsion for p < k) as groups lim,, ~ ~o H.  (GIn(Z); Hom(Z", Z" | A)) for 
some abelian group A. These groups were calculated in [PW, Sect. 4]. 
3.7. Remark. There appears a question whether it is possible to 
strengthen Theorem 3.4 by using a different subgroup H. The answer is no ! 
An easy calculation using Galois theory shows that if j = i+  (p -  1) then 
the action of.gEGld(Z/p) on Hom(T|174174 has an~ 
eigenvalue 1. 
As immediate corollaries from Theorem 3.4 we get: 
3.8. COROLLARY. Assume that iv~j and T is as previously. Then the 
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homology groups H, (Gl(R); lim,, ~ oo Hom(T | i(Z"), T | J(Z")) | ti.j) are 
torsion and can eontahz p-torsion only for p -  1 divMing [i-j[. 
3.9. COROLLARY. Let T, i, and j be as in 3.8. Then the groups 
I t .  (Gl(R); l im,_~ IIo(~., x 27fi Hom(T| T| J(Z") | t,.j))) are 
torsion and p-torsion free for p > max(i, j). 
3.10. COROLLARY. Now let T have vahtes hl RMo d and be of degree 1 hi 
the first and k in second variable. Then we have an isomorphism 
H, (GI(R); lim T(R", R") | Q) = H,(GI(R); lim HomR(R", A") | Q) 
n~oo n~oo 
for some R-module A. The groups H,(GI(R); lim . . . .  HomR(R", A") | Q) 
are relatively easy to compute by the results of [GI ]. Our results can be 
considered as filrther generalizations of [G1, Mahl Theorem] in the 
commutative case. 
4. CASE OF FUNCTORS 
Now let T: R~fod--* Ab be a covariant functor of degree k. Then the 
collection {T(Rn)} forms a coefficient system for GI(R) and we want to 
find lim,_oo H,(GI,(R); T(R")), which will be denoted as H,(GI(R); T) 
(as was promised in the Introduction). We are not allowed to say that T 
induces a bifunctor T': op RrMod X Rr~od--* Ab obtained by composing the 
projection on the second factor with T because in that case T'(0, A)r 
and vanishing of T'(0, A) was imposed on all our bifunctors. But still we 
can use Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 to get inductive computations as previously. 
We start from one obvious lemma: 
4.1. LEMMA. Let T~--* T2--* 7"3 be a short exact sequence of fimctors 
from Rrslod to Ab. Then if T2 is of degree k then T l and T 3 are of degree 
k or smaller. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let T: RrMoa~Ab be a fimctor of finite degree. Then 
H,(GI(R); T) = O. 
Proof We proceed by induction with respect to the degree of T. If 
deg(T)= 1 then T(R")=Rn| tx and that case was studied and solved in 
[Bel ]. Assume now that 
(,) H,(GI(R); S) =0 for any S: Rrstoa "-* Ab such that deg(S) <k. 
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Let T: R~od--* Ab be a functor of degree k. By 2.6 we have a natural 
map of functors 
~: T ~ k| tk "-* T. 
It is easy to see that coker r is of degree less than k because ~ is onto on 
kth cross-effects. Moreover our theorem is true for T | k| A by [Bel, 
Sect. 4"1, where A is any TkR-module. We have two short exact sequences 
of functors: 
0~ker  ~ T|174 tk'-*im ~, ~0 (1) 
0 --, im ~, ~ T~ coker ~, ~ 0. (2) 
A short exact sequence of functors induces a long exact sequence of 
homology groups of GI(R). Hence (.), (1), and (2) imply immediately that 
Ito(GI(R); T)= O. Now we can proceed further by induction with respect o 
the dimension of the homology group. Assume that 
(**) Hi(GI(R); S)=0 for any functor S of degree k and any i<j. 
We want to show that ( , )  and (**) imply Hj(Gl(R); T)=0.  By 4.1 we 
know that ker r and im ~ are functors of degree k or less. By (1), (**), and 
I-Bel, Sect. 4] we have 
tlj(GI(R); im ~b )= H~_ I(GI(R); ker ~k) = 0. 
By ( . )  we know that H.(Gl(R);cokert~)=O. Hence by a long exact 
sequence argument associated to (2) we get that Hj(GI(R); T)=0.  This 
finishes the proof of 4.2. 
4.3. Remark. Theorem 4.2 (and also Theorem 3.4 and its corollaries) 
can be generalized to other series of groups such as Sin(R) and En(R). 
Observe that in the case of bifunctors and arbitrary rings we could get 
low torsion in H. (GI(R); T) from two sources. The first is the homology 
of symmetric groups and the second is the fact that we act through inverses 
from one side. Using methods like those above we can eliminate any 
torsion coming from the homology of symmetric groups but the second 
source cannot be treated in that way. That is why we have written 4.2 on ly  
for functors--in the bifunctor case low torsion can still exist. 
Below we give an example of a technical application of 4.2 and, in 
general, of all our results. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. Let T: Zfs~od .-o Abr be a functor of finite degree. Let Gn 
denote a group obtained as the group extension 
o--,  T(Z") ~ an ~ a l , (Z )  --, O. 
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The functor T'(Z")=Hj(T(Z");B) has finite degree for any j and any 
abelian group B. Hence by a standard spectral sequence argument we get 
that for i,~n we have an isomorphism Hi(GI,(Z);B)=Hi(G,;B). 
Obviously we can use any commutative ring R instead of Z. 
4.5. Remark. Results such as 4.4 were obtained (and used) by several 
authors by different methods in the case of subgroups of GI,, mostly of 
type 
0 /3 or 0 GI,(R) 
The famous result of Swan on the failure of excision in algebraic K-theory 
is based on homological observation similar to that of 4.4 (see [S]). 
[Be 1 ] 
[Be2] 
[Be3] 
En] 
[EM] 
[G] 
[GI]  
[P] 
[pw]  
[Q] 
JR] 
IS] 
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